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Tree populations in alpine-treeline ecotones are characterized by shifts
in tree density, spatial distribution, size and shape. The nature of these
shifts may reveal what underlying demographic processes shape the
treeline and control its dynamics. To study the link between these
processes and spatial patterns in alpine-treeline ecotones, we are
developing an individual-based spatial model of treeline tree populations.
In the first version of this model, we focus on the effects of imposed
elevational gradients in demographic processes (growth, dieback and
mortality) on the emerging spatial treeline patterns. Even though the
general parameterization is based on field data from several Pyrenean
alpine-treeline sites, this version is used mainly to study how
hypothetical demographic gradients lead to conceptual treeline types.
For example, we test if survival gradients, together with simplified
facilitative neighborhood interactions (i.e. higher survival of seedlings
near established trees) is sufficient to produce island-type treelines, or if
growth gradients only will produce treelines with a gradually declining
tree height and a discrete edge.

In future versions of the model, the demographic gradients will no longer
be imposed but will emerge from tree-environment interactions. The
model aims to serve researchers as a tool to test hypotheses on pattern
formation at alpine treelines around the globe, and to help predict future
dynamics in these ecotones in the context of the ongoing global change.


